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Abstract

Deep generative models have been shown powerful in generating novel molecules with desired chemical properties via their representations such as strings, trees or graphs. However, these models are limited in recommending synthetic routes for the generated molecules in practice. We propose a generative model to generate molecules via multi-step chemical reaction trees. Specifically, our model first propose a chemical reaction tree with predicted reaction templates and commercially available molecules (starting molecules), and then perform forward synthetic steps to obtain product molecules. Experiments show that our model can generate chemical reactions whose product molecules are with desired chemical properties. Also, the complete synthetic routes for these product molecules are provided.

1 Introduction

Finding small molecules with desired chemical properties is a key challenge in drug discovery. A significant amount of recent research work has explored the use of deep generative models such as variational autoencoders (VAEs) [13] or generative adversarial networks (GANs) [10] for generating small molecules. These models used either SMILES based [9, 14] or graph based [11, 1] representations, and can produce chemically valid molecules with desired properties effectively.

However, these methods do not account for synthetic feasibility of generated molecules, i.e. describing how to synthesize them using a given set of commercially available reactants (also called starting molecules). To handle this issue, MOLECULE CHEF [2] attempts to generate a bag of reactants using a generative model, then predict a product molecule through a reaction predictor. Even though MOLECULE CHEF allows to simultaneously generate molecules with desired chemical properties and suggest how they can be made by the predicted reactants, it is restricted to molecules which are products of single-step chemical reactions, which leads to the limited diversity of generated molecules.

In this paper, we explore an alternative framework that learn to generate multi-step chemical reactions, which are represented by tree-like structures, called (chemical) reaction trees [21], where molecule and reaction template nodes alternatively appear, as shown in Figure 1. To this end, we propose a generative model that generates synthetic routes with reaction templates and available starting molecules in three phases by exploiting valid chemical substructures given in a junction tree [11]. First, the model generate a junction tree, which has a set of substructures and their relative arrangement. Second, a reaction tree is generated with the guide from the generated junction tree. Third, the reaction tree is required to be valid in the sense that we can perform a number of chemical transformation steps from the starting molecule nodes towards the root, where the final product molecule is obtained.

To summarize, our model has several advantages over previous ones: 1) Synthetizability: each molecule generated by our model is associated with a reaction tree where reactants and a reaction template for each reaction step are provided; 2) Desired chemical properties: the model can produce novel molecules with desired properties of interest by performing Bayesian optimization on the latent
representations of their associated reaction trees. While MOLECULE CHEF is template-free and heavily reliant on the reaction predictor to obtain the product molecule, our model is template-based and does not need any additional module. Especially, the model can also deal with multi-step chemical reactions, thus providing the complete synthetic routes for each generated molecule.

2 Related work

In this work, we approach the task of molecular generation by taking advantage of generative models. To highlight the improvements of our proposed method, in this section, we focus on the methodologies which adopted generative models to generate small molecules. The common scheme has two parts: 1) encoding: learning to represent molecules by continuous representations which facilitates the prediction and optimization of the chemical properties of interest; 2) decoding: learning to map an optimized continuous representation back to the input molecular graph.

Learning representations based on auto-encoding models Many recent studies highlight the applications of generative models for molecule generation tasks, for instance [9, 14, 7, 11], just to name a few. One typically chooses to use a VAE [13] for this task, where we wish to learn an encoder for mapping a data point \( x \) to a latent code \( z \) in the continuous latent space, and a decoder for mapping from \( z \) back to \( x \). In VAE, the decoder is defined by a likelihood function \( p_G(x|z) \) and parameterized by a neural network \( G \). A prior distribution, typically normal distribution \( N(0, I) \), is imposed on the latent code \( z \) and play the role of a regularizer. The posterior distribution is approximated by a variational distribution \( q_E(z|x) \), which is defined as the encoder and parameterized by another neural network \( E \). The VAE simultaneously learns both the parameters of encoder \( E \) and decoder \( G \) by maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO) [13].

Generation of chemically valid molecules SMILES strings [22] have been widely used to describe the structure of molecules by machine learning (ML) techniques. Prior work on molecule generation tasks formulated the molecule generation as a string generation problem and leverage advances in generative models for text [1] to learn a character variational autoencoder (CVAE, [9]). However this type of representation is not designed to capture information of structure of molecules, preventing the generative models from generation of valid molecules (i.e. successfully parsed by RDKIT [15]). Thus, CVAE often produced chemically invalid molecules. To address the validity problem, several works proposed to use graph representations of molecules such as [11, 17]. Notably, junction tree variational autoencoder (JT-VAE, [11]) proposed to generate molecular graphs with structure-by-structure approach to avoid invalid intermediate states encountered in node-by-node approach, e.g. [16], by exploiting the junction tree notion. It was experimentally demonstrated that JT-VAE produces almost 100% valid molecules when sampled from a prior distribution.

Generation of synthesizable molecules While all of the previous works focus on generation of valid molecules with desired chemical properties, there have been few methods to address the synthesizability of generated molecules. That is how practical it is to make ML-generated molecules from a given set of commercially available reactants (also called starting molecules). For this purpose, Bradshaw et al [2] proposed to apply a generative model on bags of reactants instead of molecules as in previous approaches. In particular, first, an encoder is to map a set of starting molecules to a continuous vector in the latent space. Second, a decoder is to map the continuous vector back
to the set of reactants. As the ultimate goal is to generate molecules, in the generation process, the set of predicted reactants is mapped to a final product molecule through a reaction predictor, named Molecule Transformer. Thus, this model not only generates a molecule with optimized chemical properties, but also suggest a set of known starting molecules that can be used to synthesize it. However, a drawback of this model is the limited diversity of generated molecules as it considered only the products as a result of single-step chemical reactions applied on starting molecules, while most natural product molecules are often resulted from multi-step chemical reactions. Concurrent to our work, Bradshaw et al. proposed to generate molecules via multi-step synthesis and formalizing a multi-step reaction synthesis as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). However, their method was based on an additional reaction predictor, which might generate imaginary product molecules. Our method, on the other hand, focuses on chemical reaction trees, for which we generate reaction templates and molecules alternatively.

3 Proposed method

In this paper, we tackle two problems of molecular generation task: generation of valid molecules with desired chemical properties and recommendation of synthetic routes for generated molecules from a set of starting molecules and reaction templates from literature. As shown in Figure 1, a synthetic route for a target molecule is described as a tree-like structure, called reaction tree, where molecule nodes (circles) and template nodes (rectangles) alternatively appear. The molecule nodes can be either starting molecules (e.g. commercially available molecules) or intermediaries (products of a single-reaction step). The template nodes represent reaction templates, encoded in SMARTS language, which use subgraph matching rules to transform a set of reactants into hypothetical product molecules. These chemical transformations are deterministically done by RDKit’s RunReactants function. Furthermore, the number of reactants can vary for different reaction steps, and can be determined by reaction templates. From a data set of chemical reaction trees, we can extract a vocabulary of starting molecules and another of reaction templates.

Our method focuses on learning to generate reaction trees by alternatively generating their molecule and template nodes. In the generation stage, the generated reaction trees are expected to be valid in the sense that we can perform a number of chemical transformation steps with predicted starting molecules and reaction templates towards the root, where the final product is obtained. However, generation of reaction trees with huge vocabularies of molecules and reaction templates is challenging for standard generative models such as VAEs. Also the majority of reaction templates show up rarely in reaction database. These challenges prevent the generative models from learning meaningful representations for reaction trees and generating valid synthetic routes in the generation stage.

To deal with the above challenges, our key idea is to couple reaction trees with junction trees, used in [11], to represent molecular graphs. A junction tree is a tree structure object, which represents subgraph components and their relative arrangement of a molecular graph. Given a molecule, the junction tree can be constructed using a tree decomposition algorithm (see [11] for more details). We argue that using junction trees can benefit the generation of reaction trees because of the two following reasons. First, junction and reaction trees offer complementary representations of the original molecular graphs: given information of substructures in junction trees, the generative model can better decide which reaction templates and starting molecules to generate in corresponding reaction trees. Second, generation of junction trees is easier: the size of substructure vocabulary, extracted from training set using the tree decomposition algorithm, is much smaller than the numbers of starting molecules and reaction templates in the reaction database. Our generative model extends VAE by using suitable encoders and attention-based decoders for trees in learning representations of both junction and reaction trees. We will detail our model in the following subsections.

3.1 A Variational Autoencoder For Jointly Learning Junction And Reaction Tree Pairs

In our model, each molecular graph is associated with a pair of a junction tree and a reaction tree $(x, y)$, where $x$ denotes the junction tree constructed from the original molecular graph by the tree decomposition, and $y$ denotes the reaction tree constructed by a synthetic planning software, e.g. [5]. Our goal is to develop a generative model using both $x$ and $y$, which can improve upon performance of the generative model using $y$ only.
We use the node embedding of the root node \( h \).

After two-phase message passing, we obtain a set of node embeddings \( q \). where \( p \) is used to generate \( x \) through a decoder \( p(x|z_x) \), and \( y \) is used to generate \( y \) along with \( x \) through another decoder \( p(y|z_y, x) \). The generative and inference models are illustrated in Figure 2. The joint distribution can be factorized as follows:

\[
p_\theta(x, y, z_x, z_y) = p(z_x)p(z_y)p_\theta(x|z_x)p_\theta(y|z_y, x)
\]

where \( p(z_x) = p(z_y) = \mathcal{N}(0,1) \) is a Gaussian prior. The variational posterior \( q_\phi(z_x, z_y|x, y) \) can be trivially factorized as:

\[
q_\phi(z_x, z_y|x, y) = q_\phi(z_x|x)q_\phi(z_y|y)
\]

where encoders \( q_\phi(z_x|x) \) and \( q_\phi(z_y|y) \) are diagonal Gaussians.

Objective. The variational lower bound of the data likelihood can be derived as follows:

\[
\mathcal{L}(\theta, \phi, x, y) = \mathbb{E}_{q_\phi(z_x, z_y|x, y)} \log p_\theta(x, y|z_x, z_y) - \text{KL} \left(q_\phi(z_x, z_y|x, y)||p(z_x, z_y)\right)
\]

\[= \mathbb{E}_{q_\phi(z_x|x)} \log p_\theta(x|z_x) + \mathbb{E}_{q_\phi(z_y|y)} \log p_\theta(y|z_y, x)
\]

\[- \text{KL} \left(q_\phi(z_x|x)||p(z_x)\right) - \text{KL} \left(q_\phi(z_y|y)||p(z_y)\right)
\]

Based on this formulation, our model is decomposed into four main components, each of which is parameterized by a neural network: two variational neural tree encoders that model \( q_\phi(z_x|x) \) and \( q_\phi(z_y|y) \), two variational neural tree decoders that model \( p_\theta(x|z_x) \) and \( p_\theta(y|z_y, x) \).

3.2 Encoder and Decoder Networks for Junction Tree: \( q_\phi(z_x|x) \) and \( p_\theta(x|z_x) \)

For the reaction tree \( x \), we follow encoder and decoder architectures described in [11].

Junction Tree Encoder. We encode the junction tree \( x \) with a tree message passing network. Specifically, each substructure node \( i \) is represented by a one-hot encoding \( x_i \) corresponding to its label type. Each edge \( (i, j) \) is associated with two message representations \( m_{ij} \) and \( m_{ji} \). An arbitrary leaf node is selected as the root and the messages are propagated along the tree in two phases: 1) bottom-up: leaf nodes initialize and propagate messages towards the root; 2) top-down: the root propagate messages down to all the leaf nodes. The message \( m_{ij} \) is computed by a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU, [6]) when all its precursors \( \{m_{k,i}|k \in \mathcal{N}(i) \setminus j\} \) have been computed as follows: \( m_{ij} = \text{GRU}(x_i, \{m_{k,i} | k \in \mathcal{N}(i) \setminus j\}) \).

After two-phase message passing, we obtain a set of node embeddings \( H_x = \{h_1, ..., h_x|\} \), where \( |x| \) denotes the number of nodes in the junction tree \( x \); \( h_i \) is the node embedding of node \( i \) and computed from its inward messages via a linear layer, followed by an activation function \( g \):

\[
h_i = g \left( W^0 x_i + U^0 \sum_{k \in \mathcal{N}(i)} m_{ki} \right)
\]

We use the node embedding of the root \( h_{\text{root}} \) to encode the whole junction tree \( x \). The mean \( \mu_x \) and log variance \( \log \sigma_x \) of its variational posterior approximation \( q_\phi(z_x|x) \) are computed from \( h_{\text{root}} \) with two separate linear layers. The latent code \( z_x \) is sampled from a Gaussian \( \mathcal{N}(z_x; \mu_x, \sigma_x) \).

Junction Tree Decoder. We decode a junction tree from its latent code \( z_x \) with a tree decoder. The tree is constructed in a top-down fashion from the root by generating nodes in a depth-first order. For every visited node, we first make a topological prediction on whether this node has children to generate. When a new child node is generated, we predict its label and repeat this process. The decoder backtracks when a node has no more child node to generate. We refer the reader to the paper [11] for the details of both encoder and decoder for the junction tree.
3.3 Encoder and Decoder Networks for Reaction Tree: $q_θ(z_y|y)$ and $p_θ(y|z_y, x)$

**Reaction Tree Encoder.** Unlike the junction tree encoder, we encode the reaction tree $y$ in the bottom-up fashion from the leaf nodes towards the root. Specifically, each starting molecule node and template node is represented by a one-hot encoding and their representations are computed by performing a lookup of the reaction templates within the template vocabulary and starting molecule within the starting molecule vocabulary. The representations of intermediate molecule nodes are computed when all their reactants’ representations have been computed.

Formally, given a single-reaction step with a product molecule node $i$, reaction template $T$ and a list of molecule nodes $\{j_1, ..., j_m\}$ as reactants, the representation $v_i$ of molecule node $i$ is computed by combining the representations of its reactants $\{v_{j_1}, ..., v_{j_m}\}$ and one-hot encoding of reaction template $y_i$ via a hidden layer network, followed by the activation function $g$:

$$v_i = g \left( W^1 y_T + U^1 \sum_{t=1}^m v_{j_t} \right)$$

We recurse this process until the root is reached. Finally, the representation of the root $v_{root}$ (final product molecule) is used as the representation for the entire reaction tree. The mean $\mu_y$ and log variance $\log \sigma_y$ of the variational posterior approximation $q_θ(z_y|y)$ are computed from $v_{root}$ with two separate linear layers. The latent code $z_y$ is sampled from a Gaussian $\mathcal{N}(\mu_y; \mu_y, \sigma_y)$.

**Reaction Tree Decoder.** Given the junction tree $x$ and the latent code $z_y$, we decode the reaction tree $y$ with a tree decoder. The reaction tree is constructed in the top-down fashion by generating molecule and template nodes alternatively. It is worth noting that, in the generation process, the junction tree $x$ is decoded first and then used to decode the reaction tree $y$. This allows the model to take advantage of information about the substructures of the product molecule that it is going to generate, which benefits the generation of template and molecule nodes in reaction tree $y$. Thus we associate each node $i$ in reaction tree $y$ with a hidden state $s_i$, and a context vector $c_i$. The context vector $c_i$ depends on a set of embeddings $\mathbf{H}_x = \{h_1, ..., h_{|x|}\}$, which are obtained from $x$ using the junction tree encoder (see Eqn. 4).

Formally, the context $c_i$ is computed as a weighted sum of these node representations, as follows:

$$c_i = \text{Attention}(\mathbf{H}_x, s_i) := \sum_{j=1}^{|x|} \alpha_{ij} h_j$$

where $\alpha_{ij} = \exp(f(s_i, h_j)) / \sum_{k=1}^{|x|} \exp(f(s_i, h_k))$; $f$ is a function which measures how well the hidden state $s_i$ matches the node embedding $h_j$. In our implementation, we define $f$ as the inner product of two input vectors.

In the following, we will detail the decoding process of the reaction tree. First we generate a hidden state for the root by feeding the latent code $z_y$ to a one layer neural network, followed by the activation function $g$: $s_{root} = g(W^{root}z_y)$. The root is labeled -1, which indicates that the model will perform a reaction step from it.

For every intermediate molecule node $i$, which is labeled -1, with a computed hidden state $s_i$, the model generates a template node $T$, computes its hidden state and make a prediction on its label as follows:

$$c_i = \text{Attention}(\mathbf{H}_x, s_i)$$
$$s_T = \text{GRU}^{\text{template}}([z_y, c_i], s_i)$$
$$p_T = \text{softmax} \left( W^{\text{template}} [z_y, s_T] \right)$$

where $s_T$ is the hidden state of the generated template node $T$, which is updated from the hidden state of node $i$, the latent code $z_y$, and context vector $c_i$, through a GRU; $p_T$ is the distribution over the vocabulary of templates, computed by combining the latent code $z_y$ and hidden state $s_T$ through a
We demonstrate our proposed model for the task of molecule generation in terms of the three Adam, learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 32. The activation $g$ was trained on a NVIDIA TESLA V100 SXM3-32GB with 100 epochs.

The tree decoders aim to maximize the likelihoods $c$ and the latent space dimension as 50. The model was trained with mini-batch gradient descent with the reparameterization trick \cite{13}. The proposed model was implemented with Pytorch and its implementation is available at \url{https://github.com/haidnguyen0909/rxngenerator}.

### 3.4 Model Training

The tree decoders aim to maximize the likelihoods $p_0(x|z_x)$ and $p_0(y|z_y,x)$ for the junction tree $x$ and reaction tree $y$, respectively. For the junction tree, the decoder minimize the cross entropy loss $\mathcal{L}_{\text{junction}}(x)$ for topology and label prediction of its substructure nodes. As for the reaction tree, the decoder minimize the cross entropy loss $\mathcal{L}_{\text{reaction}}(y)$ for label prediction of its molecule and template nodes. The joint training objective for a training instance $(x, y)$ is defined as: $\mathcal{L}(x, y) = \mathcal{L}_{\text{junction}}(x) + \mathcal{L}_{\text{reaction}}(y) + \text{KL}$ loss. We optimize the model parameters $\theta$ and $\phi$ jointly using standard gradient descent and the reparameterization trick \cite{13}. The proposed model was implemented with Pytorch and its implementation is available at \url{https://github.com/haidnguyen0909/rxngenerator}.

### 4 Experiments

We demonstrate our proposed model for the task of molecule generation in terms of the three following aspects: 1) Generation of random molecules: how the model generates molecules when sampling from the prior distribution (see subsection 4.1); 2) Optimization of properties: how the model generates novel molecules with desired chemical properties by performing search in the latent space with Bayesian optimization (see subsection 4.2); 3) Synthetizability: how synthesizable the molecules generated by the model are (see subsection 4.3). Below we describe the data and model configuration that we used across the evaluations.

#### Data

In order to train our model, we need a data set of multi-step chemical reactions. For this, we used Retro*, proposed in \cite{5}, to generate reaction trees. Retro* is a neural-based $A^*$-like algorithm to find a synthetic route efficiently for a given target molecule. It was shown to outperform previous methods for retrosynthetic planning problem in terms of both success rate and solution quality. We extracted molecules from USPTO reaction data set \cite{13} and used Retro* to synthesize them to obtain a set of (multi-step) chemical reactions. To make sure that starting molecules and reaction templates are popular for the chemists, we filtered out the original set of reactions so that each reaction contains starting molecules and templates that occur at least five times in the filtered set. Furthermore, we found that a number of chemical reactions predicted by Retro* was invalid in the sense that the target molecules cannot be synthesized by the predicted synthetic routes. By removing these, we ended up with having a data set of 21218 valid reaction trees, together with vocabularies of 9766 starting molecules and 5567 reaction templates. We also use the tree decomposition to generate a junction tree for each molecule and obtained a vocabulary of 275 valid chemical substructures.

#### Model Configuration

We set the representation dimension for template and molecule nodes as 200, and the latent space dimension as 50. The model was trained with mini-batch gradient descent with Adam, learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 32. The activation $g$ we used was ReLU. The model was trained on a NVIDIA TESLA V100 SXM3-32GB with 100 epochs.

---

1For the first reactant ($k = 1$), we use the hidden state of the generated template node $T$ to compute the context vector: $c_{j_0} = \text{Attention}(H_x, s_T)$
4.1 Generation of random molecules

We evaluate our model by using the following metrics: validity, uniqueness, novelty, Frechet ChemNet Distance (FCD) and quality, previously used in [2, 11, 14, 17]. To compute these metrics, we sample 10000 latent codes from the prior $\mathcal{N}(0, I)$, and use the trained decoder to decode them into reaction trees. **Validity** is defined as the proportion of valid reaction trees generated by the proposed method. **Uniqueness** is defined as the proportion of valid reaction trees whose product molecules have not been seen before. **Novelty** is defined as the proportion of valid reaction trees whose product molecules are not present in the training set. **Quality** is measured by the proportion of valid reaction trees whose product molecules pass the quality filters proposed by Brown et al [4]. Finally, we measure **FCD** by computing Wasserstein-2 distance between the product molecules of valid reaction trees and the target molecules of training reaction trees in the training set.

Table 1: Validity, uniqueness, novelty and quality, Quality [4] (measured in %, higher better) and Frechet ChemNet Distance [19] (lower better) of the product molecules of valid reaction trees by decoding 10000 latent points from the prior $p(z)$. The uniqueness, novelty, quality, FCD are conditioned on validity. MT stands for the Molecule Transformer [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name</th>
<th>Validity</th>
<th>Uniqueness</th>
<th>Novelty</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>FCD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVAE [9]</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>56.28</td>
<td>85.65</td>
<td>52.68</td>
<td>37.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVAE [14]</td>
<td>12.91</td>
<td>70.06</td>
<td>87.88</td>
<td>46.87</td>
<td>29.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGVAE [17]</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>93.51</td>
<td>95.88</td>
<td>44.45</td>
<td>11.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAE [12]</td>
<td>85.96</td>
<td>98.54</td>
<td>93.37</td>
<td>94.89</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOLECULE CHEF + MT [2]</td>
<td>99.05</td>
<td>95.95</td>
<td>89.11</td>
<td>95.30</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoG-AE [3]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog-Gen [3]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>73.87</td>
<td>66.44</td>
<td>95.80</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compared our model to the following baselines: character VAE (CVAE) [9], grammar VAE (GVAE) [14], Adversarial autoencoder (AAE) [12], constrained graph VAE (CGVAE) [17] and MOLECULE CHEF [2]. The results are reported in Table 1. We empirically observed that the validity, uniqueness and novelty were around 64%, 74% and 66%, respectively, which are acceptable for the molecule generation task. Also, the proportion of product molecules of valid reaction trees that pass the quality filters was the second highest (quality of 95.80%) among the compared methods, indicating that molecules resulted from multi-step chemical reactions are rather stable. Interestingly, the proposed method also achieved low FCD score.

4.2 Search for molecules with desired properties via Bayesian optimization

We consider finding novel molecules with desired chemical properties. Following the previous work [9, 14, 11, 7], we evaluate the two target chemical properties: octanol-water partition coefficients penalized by the synthetic accessibility score and number of long cycles (penalized logP), and Quantitative Estimate of Drug-likeness (QED). We perform Bayesian optimization to optimize for these target properties. We first train our model on the training set of reaction trees, and then obtain a latent code for each reaction tree, given by the mean of the variational encoding distribution. We use sparse Gaussian process (SGP) to predict the score of product molecule synthesized by a reaction tree given its latent code. We perform 5 iterations of batched BO using the expected improvement (EI) and generate 50 new codes in the latent space for each iteration. Each new latent vector is then decoded into new reaction trees whose product molecules are expected to have desired properties.

As a comparison, we consider product molecules of reaction trees obtained by performing BO in the latent space and those of reaction trees obtained by randomly sampling latent codes from the prior. In Figure 4, we plot distributions of (a) QED and (b) penalized logP obtained by BO and random sampling, respectively. As observed, the distributions of scores found through BO have higher mass over higher values in comparison to scores found by random sampling, showing the effectiveness of BO in searching novel molecules with desired properties in the latent space.

We also compared the top-3 molecules with best scores: QED and penalized logP found by BO under different models. We compare our results to those of the following baselines: CVAE [9], GVAE [14], SD-VAE [7] and JT-VAE [11]. As shown in Table 2, our method could find molecules with better...
Figure 4: KDE plots of distributions of (a) QED and (b) penalized logP scores. The distributions of scores obtained by randomly sampling latent vectors from the prior distribution and Bayesian optimization (BO) are shown in blue and red, respectively. The plots show that the distributions of scores found by BO have higher mass over higher scores in comparison to scores found by random sampling. The scores are calculated from the product molecules of valid chemical reaction trees generated by the proposed model.

Figure 5: Three examples of reaction trees, found by Bayesian Optimization, have high QED scores.

scores than compared methods in both QED and penalized logP. We show the product molecules of reaction trees with the best QED scores in Figure 5.

4.3 The synthetizability of generated molecules by models

The novel feature of our model is its ability to learn to decode a reaction tree instead of a molecule from a code in the latent space, from which we can produce a product molecule by performing chemical transformation steps. Thus, we argue that our proposed model generates molecules with high synthesizability. In this section, we compare the synthetizability of molecules generated by different models.

We compared our method to JT-VAE [11], MOLECULE CHEF [2] and DoG-Gen [3]. For each of the comparing methods, we sampled 1000 latent codes from the prior, and then decoded each 10 times, selected the most frequent generated molecule as a representative. Ideally, we have 1000 molecules generated by each method. We used Retro* [5] to synthesize the generated molecules. We measured
Table 2: Best property scores: QED and penalized logP, found by each method. We compared to the results of the following baselines: CV AE [9], GVAE [14], SD-VAE [7] and JT-VAE [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Penalized logP</th>
<th>QED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV AE [9]</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVAE [14]</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD-VAE [7]</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JT-VAE [11]</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>20.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of synthetisizability rates of molecules generated by the following models: JT-VAE [11], MOLECULE CHEF [2], DoG-Gen [3] and the proposed model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synthetizability rate (%)</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>97.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

synthetisizability rate (%), which is defined as the proportion of generated molecules that can be successfully synthesized by Retro*.

We show the synthetisizability rate in Table 3. We empirically observed that a half of molecules generated by JT-VAE cannot be synthesized by Retro*.

JT-VAE AE [11] also had a similar synthetisizability rate (65.6%) as it was restricted to molecules which are products of single-step chemical reactions.

DoG-Gen had a slightly better rate (67%). Our method achieved the highest rate by directly learning to generate full synthetic routes with specific reaction templates and molecules.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a generative model for generating multi-step chemical reactions by exploiting the junction tree notion.

The proposed model tackles two problems of molecule generation: 1) generation of valid molecules with desired chemical properties and 2) synthetisizability of the generated molecules. Experiments showed that the model could generate chemical reactions whose product molecules are with high chemical properties. More importantly, each generated molecule is associated with a complete synthetic route, making it practical to synthesize in reality. One of the main limitations of our method is the need of synthetic routes of training molecules associated with huge numbers of starting molecules and reaction templates, which are not always available or limited in practice. Our future work would be a focus on the development of machine learning models which can be used with both reaction trees and also molecules with unknown synthetic routes.

Broader Impact

Bringing a new drug to market is a money- and time-consuming process with the average cost of over one billion USD and time of 12 years from discovery to market. Machine learning (or more broadly Artificial Intelligence (AI)) is having an increasing impact on accelerating many parts of the drug discovery pipeline. The current approaches to drug molecular generation leads to most molecules being unstable or impossible to synthesize in reality. We hope that our proposed model with the ability to produce synthetisizable molecules, contributes to the research in this direction.

Besides the positive impact that AI could bring for faster drug discovery, it is also important for us to be aware of possible negative aspects. For instance, these AI technologies could be possible for faster development of chemical substances whose toxic properties are used to kill, injure or incapacitate human beings. Another negative impact of AI based molecular generation technologies is their increased automation process, which might limit our insights of the molecular design process. We think that in order to reduce the possibilities of these risks, it is necessary to have interactions and conversations between chemists and those who are working on machine learning to be clear about the goal of the research. Also, the development of explainable machine learning models could be more emphasized to help better understand the ML decision making process.
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